Mark Young

idiosyncratic supermarkets

Abetted by software that conceals sarcasm, his defence of old church law—on the grounds that even though outdated it is still efficient—was the defining moment of his diplomacy. Then he opened a grocery store that sold new & used parts for US military vehicles in the form of a persistent foam mixed with ruminal contents. Bananasplit reblogged this from darkbutterflygirl.
Treasure Chest Expansion Exercises

I'm doing something fundamentally wrong, playing a uniform discrete distribution to eliminate the stress from the initial forces. The backup ran but never completed. Now I navigate a nearly infinite panoply of multiple narrative perspectives, created with insane artistry & a forward-thinking use of glass, while whoever helped Tyra Banks narrow down the candidates became a hero over night.
to go beyond GDP

The vertical axis represents an ancient Chinese Secret over 5000 years old. The horizontal is less effective parental discipline. America faces a terrifying abyss. Now would be a good time to become non-weightbearing after jumping out of a truck. If the distance along either the x or y axis becomes greater than had been allowed for, just let them die unless they're useful in some way? Jeans over is the way to go with one exception: Buckaroo boots.
Welcome to our anime store

The palate is super concentrated. I feel no need to document my life. This scenario has come to be called impact winter. Cowboy bars have traditionally used a go-go format — esoteric criteria, exogenous & endogenous, succinct & voluminous, a single locale to exhibit multiple motions, enough to demonstrate the value of trade. She made a practice of introspection, although all she could ever see were the backs of her eyes. Picks for the series appear in magenta.
Muskrats are not very reliable, live behind a map of old New York which is why they are usually hidden from view. Dignitaries who were invited to meet them later recorded well-painted images of horribly frightening beasts. In turn, the muskrats depicted the dignitaries as having their viscera mummified but the still living bodies stored inside leyden jars that stimulated cellular lipid & sugar metabolism. To be then moved around in a pattern that can only be recognized after the event.